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Details of Visit:

Author: MrGladstone
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 4 Jun 2017 17:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Illicit Kisses
Website: http://www.illicitkisses.co.uk
Phone: 07522852459

The Premises:

Illicit Kisses is a co-operative of independent ladies operating from a private basement flat near the
Leas in Folkestone. The entrance was simple and discreet. The place was clean, tidy and
welcoming, like a naughty B&B. The bathroom had plenty of clean towels, and vintage glamour
illustrations on the walls. Chloe let me in and showed me to a room with a comfy bed, a massage
table, more clean towels rolled tidily, and everything else we needed. 

The Lady:

Chloe is cheeky and voluptuous, matching the slightly tantalising pictures and the verbal description
on the site.
She has long dark hair and a perky smile, quickly putting me at ease.
Under her clothes, for those who track such things, she has a few tattoos, one pierced nipple, and
bags of energy.

The Story:

Illicit Kisses is not a parlour, said the voice on the phone. This means you don't choose a girl when
you arrive. You have to make an appointment with one before you get there. I was given a choice of
Chloe and two others - Annie and Rebecca, I think.

As a new visitor, I was given a postcode, and then the full address when I phoned from the street.
Chloe opened the door in the approved style, hiding discreetly behind it and dressed pretty much as
she appears on the site.

We agreed on the terms, she took the money, brought me a drink, and we got down to business
when she returned. She doesn't do anal, and sex is covered, but asked would I like anything else?
At her suggestion, after some passionate kissing and fondling, she blindfolded me, and then
pressed her full breasts to my face. After that, she gave me some expert and enthusiastic
uncovered oral as I lay naked on the bed, feeling I had definitely hit the jackpot.

Next she moved into a 69, and I couldn't resist a naughty peek to see what I was getting. No
disappointment at all. From this point, she laughed and kept me expertly on the verge of coming....
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The blindfold came off, and I very much enjoyed seeing her at work. She slipped on a condom,
climbed aboard for some cowgirl, before popping the condom off and sucking me again. After plenty
more of this, in another condom, I came in missionary. There was no rush, and we enjoyed a chat
afterwards. 
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